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Abstract

This paper describes aSecure INtrusion-Tolerant Repli-
cation Architecture1 (SINTRA) for coordination in asyn-
chronous networks subject to Byzantine faults. SINTRA
supplies a number of group communication primitives, such
as binary and multi-valued Byzantine agreement, reliable
and consistent broadcast, and an atomic broadcast chan-
nel. Atomic broadcast immediately provides secure state-
machine replication. The protocols are designed for an
asynchronous wide-area network, such as the Internet,
where messages may be delayed indefinitely, the servers do
not have access to a common clock, and up to one third
of the servers may fail in potentially malicious ways. Se-
curity is achieved through the use of threshold public-key
cryptography, in particular through a cryptographic com-
mon coin based on the Diffie-Hellman problem that under-
lies the randomized protocols in SINTRA. The implementa-
tion of SINTRA in Java is described and timing measure-
ments are given for a test-bed of servers distributed over
three continents. They show that extensive use of public-key
cryptography does not impose a large overhead for secure
coordination in wide-area networks.

1 Introduction

As online services come to play an increasingly impor-
tant role in today’s society, it becomes ever more apparent
that the network infrastructure is vulnerable to failures, both
caused by unintentional faults and malicious attacks. Re-
covering from a failure is expensive and often costs much
more than the measures which could have prevented it.

Replication is a proven technique for masking compo-
nent failures. It is well-understood in applications where
faults occur randomly and without malicious intent, but its

1A previous version of this paper referred to it asHydra.

extension to network environments with intentional adver-
sarial behavior is the subject of current research.

This paper describes aSecure INtrusion-Tolerant Repli-
cation Architecturefor asynchronous networks, abbreviated
SINTRA. It consists of a collection of protocols and their im-
plementation in Java providing secure replication and coor-
dination among a group of servers connected by a wide-area
network, such as the Internet. For a group consisting ofn
servers, it tolerates up tot < n/3 servers failing in arbitrary,
malicious ways, which is optimal for the given model. The
servers are connected only by asynchronous point-to-point
communication links and do not have access to synchro-
nized clocks. Thus,SINTRAautomatically tolerates timing
failures as well as attacks that exploit timing. TheSINTRA
group model is static, which means that failed servers must
be recovered by mechanisms outside ofSINTRA, and the
group must be initialized by a trusted process. A detailed
discussion of the model is given in [2].

The protocols exploit randomization, which is needed
to solve Byzantine agreement in such asynchronous dis-
tributed systems [7]. Randomization is provided by a
threshold-cryptographic “coin-tossing” protocol based on
the Diffie-Hellman problem. Threshold cryptography is a
central concept inSINTRAbecause it allows the group to
perform a common cryptographic operation for which the
secret key is shared among the servers in such a way that
no single server or small coalition of corrupted servers can
obtain useful information about it.

SINTRAprovides threshold-cryptographic schemes for
digital signatures, public-key encryption, and unpredictable
pseudo-random number generation (also called “coin-
tossing”). It contains broadcast primitives forreliable and
consistent broadcasts, which provide agreement on individ-
ual messages sent by distinguished senders. These primi-
tives cannot guarantee a total order for a stream of multi-
ple messages delivered by the system, however, which is
needed to build fault-tolerant services using the state ma-
chine replication paradigm [14]. This is the problem of



atomic broadcastand requires more expensive protocols
based on Byzantine agreement.

SINTRAprovides multiple randomizedByzantine agree-
mentprotocols, for binary and multi-valued agreement, and
implements anatomic broadcast channelon top of agree-
ment. An atomic broadcast that also maintains a causal or-
der in the presence of Byzantine faults is provided by the
secure causal atomic broadcast channel.

Experiments have been carried out to measure the perfor-
mance of aSINTRAprototype in a global distributed system
with servers in Z̈urich, California, New York, and Tokyo.
They show that the performance of the atomic broadcast
protocol with 1024-bit RSA and discrete logarithm public
keys is not limited by the cryptography, and lies at a few sec-
onds for providing agreement on the “next” message. Since
the prototype is written in Java, the code was not optimized,
and the test-bed consisted of cheap, standard machines, it
is reasonable to conclude that such protocols are practical
today for certain critical applications.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the architecture ofSINTRAand contains brief descriptions
of all implemented protocols. The implementation ofSIN-
TRAin Java and its application program interface (API) are
presented in Section 3. Experiments withSINTRAin a LAN
environment and on a global network are reported in Sec-
tion 4.

2 Architecture and Protocols

SINTRAis designed in a modular way as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Modularity greatly simplifies the construction and
analysis of the complex protocols needed to tolerate Byzan-
tine faults. A brief account of the protocols implemented by
SINTRAis given here for completeness; detailed descrip-
tions can be found in companion papers [4, 3, 2].

The system model consists of a static group ofn servers
(also calledparties), of which up tot may fail. They are
connected by reliable asynchronous point-to-point links and
have no access to a common clock. Faulty parties can fail
in arbitrary, malicious ways and are calledcorrupted, the
remaining ones are calledhonest. The protocols ofSINTRA
work under the assumption thatn > 3t, which is optimal in
an asynchronous network with malicious faults.

SINTRAcurrently needs a trusted dealer to generate the
secret keys of all threshold schemes for a particular configu-
ration. The dealer is required only once, when the system is
initialized, and the keys must be distributed to all servers in
a trusted way. The dealer is needed because it is not known
how to generate such keys efficiently in an asynchronous
distributed system.

The point-to-point links are authenticated using a mes-
sage authentication code (MAC) for which one symmetric
key for every pair of servers is generated by the dealer. Ev-
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Figure 1. The design of SINTRA.

ery server can digitally sign messages using a standard RSA
signature scheme, which is needed by some protocols. For
simplicity, these keys are currently also generated by the
dealer and the public keys of all servers are included in the
initialization data for a server. However, such keys could in
principle be generated efficiently without a trusted dealer.

Every protocol instance is identified by aprotocol identi-
fier, which must be included in all cryptographic operations
of the instance.

2.1 Threshold Cryptography

Threshold cryptography is crucial for several of the pro-
tocols inSINTRAand forms a core component of the archi-
tecture.SINTRAuses threshold schemes fordigital signa-
tures, coin-tossing, andpublic-key encryption. They are all
non-interactive and robust; they are implemented by a col-
lection of algorithms for generating, verifying, and assem-
bling shares of the cryptographic operation. In this way,
they do not require any particular communication pattern
and can be easily integrated into asynchronous protocols.

More precisely,SINTRAuses the threshold signature
scheme of Shoup [15], which produces standard RSA signa-
tures. It may be used by the implementations of consistent
broadcast and binary Byzantine agreement. The threshold
coin-tossing scheme of Cachin, Kursawe, and Shoup [4],
which is based on the Diffie-Hellman problem, plays a cru-
cial role in the randomized binary agreement protocol. For
secure causal atomic broadcast, the threshold cryptosystem
of Shoup and Gennaro [16] is employed; it is also based on
the Diffie-Hellman problem. Coin-tossing and signatures
are implemented as(n, k, t) dual-threshold schemes [4];
this means that among the group ofn parties, up tot may
be corrupted andk (for somek > t) shares are needed to
generate the unpredictable coin and the digital signature, re-
spectively.

In contrast to the threshold coin-tossing and encryption
schemes, standard thresholdsignaturesare not essential for
the operation ofSINTRA’s protocols. Since the group is
static and a standard digital signature scheme is available



whose public keys are known to all servers, it is sometimes
more efficient to use a vector of standard signatures instead
of a threshold signature. This is called amulti-signatureand
requires no change to the protocols that use threshold signa-
tures. Multi-signatures are particularly suited when compu-
tation is more expensive than communication; for example,
when a signature need only be verified a small number of
times.

All threshold cryptographic schemes can be proved se-
cure only in the so-called random oracle model, which falls
short of a proof in the standard model, but nevertheless
gives very strong evidence for their security; equally ef-
ficient non-interactive threshold schemes in the standard
model are currently not known.

2.2 Broadcast Primitives

The two broadcast primitives provided bySINTRAare
consistent broadcastandreliable broadcast. Both dissem-
inate a payload message from a distinguished sender to all
parties; the identity of the sender is an input parameter to
the protocol and must be determined by an external mech-
anism. Broadcasts are characterized by two local events:
sendoccurs only on the sender when the broadcast is started
anddeliver occurs on any receiving server when it accepts
a broadcast payload message.

A reliable broadcastensuresagreementso that all honest
parties deliver the same message or nothing at all, in which
case the protocol does not terminate. This is implemented
by the following protocol due to Bracha and Toueg [1]:

1. the sender sends the payload message to all parties;
2. all parties “echo” the message from the sender to each other;
3. upon receivingdn+t+1

2
e such “echo” messages ort + 1

“ready” messages from others, a party sends a “ready” mes-
sage to all others;

4. finally, when2t+ 1 “ready” messages have been received, a
party accepts the payload message and delivers it.

One feature of this protocol is that it requires no expensive
public-key cryptography but only relatively cheap authenti-
cation for the point-to-point messages.

In a consistent broadcast, the agreement property is re-
laxed to guarantee onlyconsistencyof the message among
those parties that actually deliver it, whereas some par-
ties may not deliver anything at all. Such a protocol has
been used by Reiter [11], who called it “echo broadcast.”
A broadcast protocol works as follows. The sender sends
the payload message to all parties, who generate a share
of a threshold signature to bind the payload to the particu-
lar broadcast instance and echo it back to the sender (recall
that this may also be a multi-signature, which is in fact the
protocol proposed by Reiter). Given a quorum of (at least
dn+t+1

2 e) signature shares, the sender obtains a threshold
signature on the message and sends it to all parties. A server

accepts and delivers the payload message when it receives
the corresponding threshold signature.

Consistent broadcast incurs a communication cost that
is linear inn, in contrast to reliable broadcast, which has
quadratic communication complexity. However, the advan-
tage of consistent broadcast in terms of communication is
offset by the more expensive computation needed for the
threshold signature generation.

Both broadcast primitives guaranteeterminationonly for
honest senders. Both also guaranteeauthenticityfor honest
senders: this means that an accepted payload message is the
one that was actually sent by the sender.

2.3 Binary Byzantine Agreement

Binary Byzantine agreementin SINTRAuses random-
ization in order to provide agreement in asynchronous net-
works, since this is impossible to achieve with deterministic
protocols. The protocol ensures that all honest parties agree
on a binary value that was proposed by an honest party.

More precisely, a binary agreement protocol starts when
a partyproposesa binary value for the agreement instance,
and it terminates when the partydecidesfor a binary value.
The protocol ensures that all honest parties decide for the
same value (agreement) and that the decision value has been
proposed by at least one honest party (validity). Addition-
ally, it guarantees that all partiesterminatethe protocol; for
randomized protocols this means that the number of basic
steps executed by the protocol is an appropriately bounded
random variable.

SINTRAimplements the binary agreement protocol of
Cachin, Kursawe, and Shoup [4], which uses a crypto-
graphic threshold coin-tossing primitive for randomization.
The protocol proceeds in global rounds, each one consisting
of three sub-rounds of message exchanges, in which every
party executes the following steps:

1. It relays a “pre-vote” message containing its current prefer-
ence to all others. The pre-vote is a binary value.

2. Based onn− t received pre-votes, it chooses a “main-vote”
as follows: if the received pre-votes unanimously contain the
same bit, this is made the main-vote; otherwise, the main-
vote is set to “abstain.” The main-votes are sent to all others.

3. After collectingn − t main-votes, the party checks if they
unanimously indicate the same bit anddecidesfor this value
if so; otherwise, it releases a share of the threshold coin of
the round.

4. The new preference is determined as follows: if a main-vote
distinct from “abstain” has been received, it is adopted as the
new preference; otherwise, the threshold coin is assembled
from a quorum of shares and becomes the new preference.

Furthermore, all votes in the protocol have to be justified by
non-interactively verifiable information, such as threshold
signature shares and threshold signatures, and only properly
justified votes are accepted by the honest parties.



This protocol terminates within an expected constant
number of rounds and involves a quadratic expected number
of messages, whose length is dominated by the threshold
signatures included in them.

The binary agreement protocol is also provided in a form
with so-calledexternal validity[3]. This means that the ini-
tial values are accompanied by a validating “proof” which
establishes their validity in a particular context determined
by the application. The standardvalidity condition of bi-
nary agreement is changed so that an honest party may only
decide for a value for which it has corresponding validation
data. The validated binary agreement protocol returns this
proof together with the decision value.

A binary agreement protocol can bebiasedif an applica-
tion prefers one decision value over the other one [3]. Such
a protocolalwaysdecides for the preferred value when it de-
tects that an honest party proposed it, even in cases where
the other value would have been valid as well. The validated
binary agreement protocol above can easily be biased by re-
placing the output of the threshold coin in the first round by
the desired bias.

2.4 Multi-valued Byzantine Agreement

Multi-valued Byzantine agreementprovides agreement
on values from arbitrary domains. Multi-valued agree-
ment requires a non-trivial extension of binary agreement
because the standard validity condition is not useful for
multi-valued agreement. For example, one wants to rule out
agreement protocols that decide on a value that no party pro-
posed. The solution implemented inSINTRAis to use the
external validityproperty based on a global predicate with
which every party can determine the validity of a proposed
value, similar to validated binary agreement. The proto-
col guarantees that the system may only decide for a value
acceptable to honest parties. The remaining properties of
multi-valued agreement are the same as in the binary case.

SINTRAuses the multi-valued agreement protocol of
Cachin et al. [3], which builds on top of protocols for vali-
dated binary Byzantine agreement and consistent broadcast.
The basic idea is that every party proposes its initial value as
a candidate value for the final result. One party whose pro-
posal satisfies the validation predicate is then selected in a
sequence of validated binary agreements and this value be-
comes the final decision value. More precisely, every party
executes the following steps:

1. It sends its own proposed value to all other parties using a
consistent broadcast. This ensures that the proposal value
from any particular party are consistent for all honest re-
ceivers. After receivingn − t proposals satisfying the vali-
dation predicate, it enters a loop.

2. In each round of the loop, a candidatePa is chosen in the
order given by some permutationΠ of {1, . . . , n}. Every
party carries out the following steps for thatPa:

(a) if the party has accepted a consistent broadcast con-
tainingPa’s proposal, it sends a “yes-vote” message
to all parties containing this proposal, and a “no-vote”
otherwise;

(b) it waits forn − t proper vote messages, where “yes-
votes” are only counted if a valid proposal fromPa has
been received;

(c) it starts a biased validatedbinaryByzantine agreement
protocol and proposes 1 if and only if it has received a
valid proposal fromPa, using the threshold signature
from the consistent broadcast as a proof for the fact
thatPa has made a proposal;

(d) if the binary agreement decides 1, the party proceeds
to step 3, otherwise it repeats step 2.

3. If it has not yet accepted the consistent broadcast by the se-
lected candidate, it obtains the proposal from the validation
data returned by the binary agreement.

This protocol takesO(t) executions of the loop and incurs
an expected communication cost ofO(tn2) messages.

The orderΠ in which the parties are considered in the
loop can either be fixed as described above, chosen at ran-
dom from information that is locally available to every
party, or chosen at random using the threshold coin-tossing
scheme in another round of message exchanges in the first
step. The second variation has the advantage of balancing
the load among the participants but does not offer more se-
curity than a fixed order. The third variation is interesting in
combination with an additional protocol step where every
party commits to its votes before starting the loop, which
reduces the complexity to an expectedconstantnumber of
rounds andO(n2) messages. The details of this are de-
scribed in [3]. Only the first two variations are currently
implemented inSINTRA.

2.5 Atomic Broadcast

An atomic broadcastguarantees a total order on mes-
sages, so that all honest parties deliver the same sequence
of messages. Given an atomic broadcast primitive, a fault-
tolerant replicated service can be implemented immediately
by distributing all state updates using atomic broadcast.

Atomic broadcast differs from the protocols described so
far in that it is a continuous protocol with on-line inputs and
outputs, in contrast to the isolated instances of broadcast
primitives and agreements. This is the reason for imple-
menting atomic broadcast as achannelin SINTRA.

A broadcast channel is characterized by localsendand
deliver events; a party may executesendmultiple times
and must be prepared todeliveras many payload messages
as the channel outputs. Atomic broadcast ensures that all
honest parties deliver the same sequence of payload mes-
sages (agreementandtotal order) and that a payload mes-
sage known to at leastf parties is delivered after a bounded
delay (fairness), for t+ 1 ≤ f ≤ n− t.



The basic structure ofSINTRA’s atomic broadcast proto-
col is that parties proceed in global rounds and agree on a
batch of messages to deliver using multi-valued Byzantine
agreement. In each round, every party first signs the next
message tosendtogether with the current round number,
and sends this to all other parties. If no message to send is
available locally, a party may also adopt a message that was
first signed by another party and sign that. Every party then
proposes a batch ofn− f + 1 properly signed messages for
multi-valued agreement (thebatch sizen−f+1 is a config-
urable parameter). The external validity condition must ver-
ify that all messages in a batch come with valid signatures
from distinct parties; this implies that at leastn− f − t+ 1
payload messages in a batch have been signed by honest
parties. All messages in the agreed-upon batch are then de-
livered according to a fixed order. Fairness is maintained
once a particular messagem is known to at leastf honest
parties because in every round of the protocol, at least one
message is delivered that was initially signed by some hon-
est party who also knowsm.

The details of the atomic broadcast protocol can be found
in [3]. The protocol requires the dealer to generate a key
pair of a digital signature scheme for every party and in-
clude the public keys of all parties in the initialization data.

The atomic broadcast channel inSINTRA uses the
sender’s identity and a separate sequence number for each
sender for identifying the payload messages. This is in con-
trast to the abstract protocol description above and in [3],
where payloads are identified by their bit-string represen-
tation. This change seems unavoidable for any reasonably
efficient implementation since one would otherwise have to
store a complete history of payloads. Thus, the abstractin-
tegrity property that every payload message is delivered at
most once, no matter which parties sent it, has to be weak-
ened: InSINTRA, integritymeans that a message, consisting
of a bit string, is delivered at most once for every time that
an honest party has sent that bit string. If an application
wants to exploit the fairness property with multiple parties
sending the same message as bit string, it must perform this
on top of atomic broadcast using an extra layer to filter out
the duplicates. This relaxation of the ideal model is an ex-
ample of how an end-to-end principle has to be violated to
make an implementation practical [13].

Because atomic broadcast is an on-line protocol with an
a priori unknown number of inputs and outputs, it requires
a special mechanism for termination. InSINTRA, a party
signals that the channel may be closed using a local event
close. The protocol implementation then sends a termina-
tion request message on the channel as if it were a regular
payload. When the channel outputs such a termination re-
quest, a counter is increased for every party who sent one,
and the protocol terminates after the round in which this
number reachest + 1. Thus, the channel is guaranteed to

terminate when all honest parties togethercloseit, and the
channel is kept open unless at least one honest partycloses
it.

2.6 Secure Causal Atomic Broadcast

Secure causal atomic broadcastaugments atomic broad-
cast with confidentiality for the payload messages until their
position in the sequence of delivered payloads is deter-
mined. This concept was introduced by Reiter and Bir-
man [12] in order to ensure a causal order among all pay-
loads in the presence of Byzantine faults.

Secure causal atomic broadcast combines an atomic
broadcast channel with a robust threshold cryptosys-
tem [12]. In order tosenda payload message, the sender
encrypts it under the global public key of the channel
andsendsthe ciphertext on the atomic broadcast channel.
Whenever the channeldeliversa ciphertext, all parties re-
lease and exchange a decryption share for the ciphertext
using an additional round of interaction. After obtaining a
quorum of decryption shares, the cleartext payload message
is recovered anddeliveredlocally.

The threshold cryptosystem must be secure against adap-
tive chosen-ciphertext attacks to prevent a malicious party
from modifying a ciphertext into anything related to the
payload message. Thus, messages sent on this broadcast
channel remain confidential until after their position in the
sequence is determined, which means that causality is main-
tained. Secure causal atomic broadcast provides only the
weaker form of integrity mentioned above.

SINTRAimplements the secure causal atomic broadcast
protocol sketched above. It uses the non-interactive thresh-
old cryptosystem of Shoup and Gennaro [16], for which the
key shares have to be distributed by the dealer.

2.7 Aggregated Broadcast Primitives

Sometimes an application may want to broadcast mul-
tiple messages to the group without the need for totally
ordered delivery. Clearly, using atomic broadcast in this
case is overkill, but using the reliable broadcast primitive is
cumbersome since the application must manage a separate
broadcast instance for every possible sender. Thereliable
channelandconsistent channelabstractions fill this gap by
providing virtual channels that aggregate many instances of
the corresponding broadcast primitive together.

A reliable channel provides the same interface as atomic
broadcast for sending multiple messages. Internally, how-
ever, a reliable channel runsn reliable broadcast instances
in parallel, one for every party, and allocates a new one for
every instance that terminates. A request tosenda message
is handled by the current instance of the sender. A message
received by the broadcast instance is multiplexed back onto



the channel to bedelivered, and a new broadcast instance is
allocated for the sender with its sequence number increased
by one. A reliable channel guaranteesagreementbut no or-
dering.

A consistent channel works analogously, but provides
only consistencyfor the delivered messages.

Termination is handled in a similar way as for atomic
broadcast: in order toclosethe channel, a party sends a spe-
cial termination request message as its last message. Every
party counts the number of such requests that it receives;
when this number reachest + 1, it aborts the broadcasts
that are still active and terminates.

Reliable and consistent channel are examples of virtual
protocols that do not exchange any messages of their own
over the network.

3 Java Implementation

The Java implementation ofSINTRAorganizes the pro-
tocols presented above in a class hierarchy, in which all pro-
tocol classes are extensions of an abstract classProtocol
that defines a protocol identifierString pid .

class Protocol {
Protocol(String pid);

}

Every protocol running inSINTRAis represented by an in-
stance ofProtocol and uniquely identified by itspid .

The three abstract classesBroadcast , Agreement ,
andChannel represent the major protocol types inSIN-
TRA. Their APIs differ according to services provided by
these protocols. The protocols themselves are extensions
of these base classes. The following protocols are imple-
mented:

Broadcast — ReliableBroadcast andConsis-
tentBroadcast provide reliable and consistent
broadcast, respectively (Section 2.2);

Agreement — BinaryAgreement provides binary
Byzantine agreement (Section 2.3),Validated-
Agreement provides validated binary Byzantine
agreement (Section 2.3), andArrayAgreement
provides multi-valued agreement (Section 2.4);

Channel — AtomicChannel provides an atomic
broadcast channel (Section 2.5),SecureAtomic-
Channel provides a secure causal atomic broadcast
channel (Section 2.6), andReliableChannel and
ConsistentChannel provide reliable and consis-
tent broadcast channels, respectively (Section 2.7).

The structure of these classes together with their most im-
portant methods is shown in Figure 2.

Protocol

VerifiableConsistentBroadcast

Broadcast ReliableBroadcast

ConsistentBroadcast

BinaryAgreement

ValidatedAgreement

ArrayAgreement

Agreement

Channel

SecureAtomicChannel

AtomicChannel

ReliableChannel

ConsistentChannel

-send()
-receive()

-propose()
-negotiate()

-canDecide()

-send()
-receive()
-canSend()
-canReceive()
-close()
-closeWait()

-canReceive()

-decide()

-waitDone()

Figure 2. The static class structure of SINTRA.

The reliable point-to-point links are currently imple-
mented by TCP streams for simplicity and are therefore sub-
ject to a denial-of-service attack by sending forged TCP ac-
knowledgements. It is planned to replace TCP bySINTRA’s
own sliding-window implementation, which will provide
authenticated acknowledgments.

Link authentication is provided over TCP using HMAC
with SHA1 and a 128-bit shared key for every pair of
servers. SHA1, which generates 160-bit outputs, is also
used as the hash function in the threshold signature and
standard signature schemes, and in the threshold coin-
tossing protocol.

SINTRA contains threshold implementations of digi-
tal signatures, pseudo-random number generation or “coin
tossing,” and public-key encryption. They are not described
here for lack of space.

3.1 Broadcast

The reliable broadcastandconsistent broadcastprimi-
tives (Section 2.2) both implement the followingBroad-
cast interface:

class Broadcast extends Protocol {
Broadcast(String basepid, int sender);
int getSender();
void send(byte[] message);
byte[] receive();
boolean canReceive();
void abort();

}

In the constructor, thepid of the protocol instance is not
specified directly; instead,Broadcast takes abasepid
argument together with the index of the sender. Thepid
is then set tobasepid + "." + sender . The service
of a broadcast instance is accessed through a non-blocking



call tosend(message) with a byte array argumentmes-
sage , which may only be executed by thesender , and
by a blocking call toreceive() , which returns the de-
livered payload message as a byte array. Client code that
cannot afford to block until the payload message is ready
may usecanReceive() to determine this first. Note that
the sender must executesend exactly once, and thatre-
ceive returns at most once.

The classesReliableBroadcast and Consis-
tentBroadcast extendBroadcast by implementing
the corresponding broadcast protocols, but do not add any-
thing to the API. This concludes the description of the reli-
able broadcast and consistent broadcast APIs inSINTRA.

Verifiable consistent broadcast is implemented on top of
consistent broadcast and adds a way to access theclosing
message; it is not described here for lack of space.

3.2 Agreement

TheAgreement interface groups together the common
functions of the three protocols forbinary, validated, and
multi-valuedByzantine agreement inSINTRA(Sections 2.3
and 2.4). Since the data types used by the three forms dif-
fer, the abstract classAgreement is defined in terms of a
Negotiable interface:

class Agreement extends Protocol {
void propose(Negotiable value);
Negotiable negotiate(Negotiable value);
Negotiable decide();
boolean canDecide();
void abort();

}

A Negotiable object stands for the subject of an agree-
ment protocol, which may be a binary value, a binary value
with a validating “proof,” or an arbitrary bit string.Nego-
tiable objects are only used internally inSINTRAand are
not needed for client programs.

In all variations of agreement, a party executespro-
pose(value) to start the agreement instance andpro-
posea value , and it obtains the decided value from a call
todecide() , which blocks until the protocoldecides. The
methodnegotiate(value) is shorthand for proposing
value and then returning the decided value. Client code
may usecanDecide() to determine if a subsequent call
to decide() will not block. Every party must propose
some value once and decides exactly once.

The three incarnations ofAgreement found inSINTRA
are described next.

Binary Agreement The binary agreement protocol of
Section 2.3 is provided by the following class:

class BinaryAgreement extends Agreement {
void propose(boolean value);

boolean negotiate(boolean value);
boolean decide();

}

Validated Agreement The validated (binary) agreement
protocol mentioned at the end of Section 2.3 is provided by
the following class:

class ValidatedAgreement extends Agreement {
ValidatedAgreement(String pid, boolean bias);
void propose(boolean value, byte[] proof,

BinaryValidator validator);
boolean negotiate(boolean value, byte[] proof);
boolean decide();
byte[] getProof();

}

As for BinaryAgreement , the subject of the negotia-
tion is a boolean ; in addition, the caller has to supply
a byte arrayproof and a validator objectvalidator
in the call topropose . The validator is of the abstract
type BinaryValidator , which ensures that it contains
a handle to a validation method of the formboolean
isValid(boolean value, byte[] proof) . The
ValidatedAgreement implementation makes repeated
up-calls to this. If necessary, the proof that establishes the
validity of the decided value can be obtained by calling
getProof() .

The two-argument constructor provides a way to create a
biasedvalidated agreement instance that is biased tobias .

Array Agreement Multi-valued agreement as described
in Section 2.4 is called “array agreement” inSINTRA. It is
implemented by the classArrayAgreement . The subject
of its negotiation is an arbitrary byte array:

class ArrayAgreement extends Agreement {
void propose(byte[] value,

ArrayValidator validator);
byte[] negotiate(byte[] value,

ArrayValidator validator);
byte[] decide();

}

The methodpropose(value, validator) starts the
agreement protocol with the proposed byte arrayvalue
and an objectvalidator of the abstract typeArray-
Validator . The decision value is returned as a byte array
either bydecide() or bynegotiate .

ArrayValidator is an interface ensuring that the
validator object contains a handle to a valida-
tion method of the formboolean isValid(byte[]
value) .

3.3 Channel

The implementations of theatomic broadcast, secure
causal atomic broadcast, reliable channel, andconsistent
channelprotocols use the abstractChannel interface:



class Channel extends Protocol {
void send(byte[] message);
byte[] receive();
void close();
void closeWait();
void waitDone();
boolean canSend();
boolean canReceive();
boolean isClosed();
void abort();

}

An application maysenda byte arraymessage on the
Channel by callingsend(message) , which may block
if the Channel is congested and all buffers are full.
Applications that do not want to be blocked may call
canSend() first to find out if a subsequentsend will not
block. Every party maysendany number of messages.

The payload messages output by the channel arereceived
by calling receive() , which returns a byte array. Every
party must be prepared to callreceive() for an arbitrary
number of payloads until the channel closes. If the outputs
are not removed like this, the channel will stall and even-
tually block the parties who are sending. CallingcanRe-
ceive() allows an application to determine that a subse-
quentreceive() will not block.

When the application has determined that it is ready to
closethe channel, it may callclose() . It may then con-
tinue toreceivesome messages untilisClosed() is true,
or call waitDone() , which will block until the channel
has terminated. Instead of callingclose() andwait-
Done() separately, the application may call alsoclose-
Wait() , which signals the termination and returns only
after the channel has been closed.

The classesAtomicChannel , ReliableChannel ,
and ConsistentChannel extendChannel by filling
in the corresponding protocol implementations, but do not
add any additional functions.

The secure causal atomic broadcastimplementation is
the only channel protocol that extends theChannel inter-
face. It is realized on top of anatomic broadcast channel
by theSecureAtomicChannel class:

class SecureAtomicChannel
extends AtomicChannel {
static byte[] encrypt(String pid, BigInteger

channelPublicKey, byte[] message);
sendCiphertext(byte[] ciphertext);
byte[] receiveCiphertext();
boolean canReceiveCiphertext();

}

The first two methods allow an entity who is not a mem-
ber of theSINTRAgroup to send a byte arraymessage
to the group on the secure atomic channel; it only needs
to know the globalchannelPublicKey associated with
the channel instance toencrypt it. The resulting byte ar-
ray ciphertext must be sent to sufficiently many group
members by another mechanism. These parties should then

broadcast it to the group as a whole by callingsendCi-
phertext(ciphertext) , without seeing the cleartext
message.

If needed, an application can access the point in time
when the next output from the channel is determined (but
not yet decrypted) by callingreceiveCiphertext() ,
which returns the encryption of the next payload that will be
received. By callingcanReceiveCiphertext() first,
an application can ensure that this call will not block. Call-
ing receiveCiphertext() is optional and superseded
by the subsequent call toreceive() , which returns the
cleartext.

4 Experimental Results

Several experiments have been conducted withSINTRA
in local- and wide-area networks. We describe their results
in detail for atomic broadcast since it is the most important
protocol inSINTRA.

The local-area network setup consists of four servers
with different operating systems and Java virtual machines,
connected by the 100 Mbit/s switched Ethernet at the IBM
Zurich Research Laboratory (in the CPU column, P3 means
a Pentium III and 604 a PowerPC 604, the MHz column
gives the clock rate, and the ‘exp’ column the time to per-
form a 1024-bit modular exponentiation in milliseconds):

OS CPU MHz Java exp
P0 Linux 2.2.x P3 933 1.3.1 (Sun) 93
P1 Linux 2.2.x P3 800 1.3.0 (IBM) 70
P2 AIX 4.3 604 332 1.2.2 (IBM) 105
P3 Win2k P3 730 1.2.2 (IBM) 132

The Internet setup consists of four servers on three dif-
ferent continents, located at IBM Research labs in Zürich,
Tokyo, New York, and California, connected by the IBM
intranet. All systems are standard, Intel-based PCs running
Linux (2.2.x kernels):

Location CPU MHz Java exp
P0 Zürich P3 933 1.3.1 (Sun) 93
P1 Tokyo P3 997 1.3.0 (IBM) 55
P2 New York P3 548 1.3.0 (IBM) 101
P3 California P Pro 200 1.3.1 (Sun) 427

The average network latency between these servers is
shown in Figure 3; the packet round-trip times range from
about 100 to 400ms between most pairs of hosts. The aver-
age latency was measured several times during the tests and
its variation is quite large, often 10% or more.

Each one of these installations alone represents the mini-
mal system configuration ofSINTRAwith n = 4 andt = 1;
taken together they form a hybrid local- and wide-area net-
work configuration withn = 7 and t = 2 (the machine
P0/Linux in Zürich is part of both setups). The batch size
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Figure 3. The experimental setup on the Internet,
with average round-trip times in milliseconds.

of the atomic broadcast channel is set tot + 1, and the
agreement order is determined randomly from local infor-
mation (cf. Π in Section 2.4). Threshold signatures are
implemented as multi-signatures (cf. Section 2.1) if noth-
ing else is mentioned. The test program opens a channel to
broadcast messages and has one sender (P0) send 500 short
payload messages to the group at maximum capacity.

The average times between successive deliveries on a
single server foratomic channel, secure causal atomic
channel, reliable channel, andconsistent channel, with the
LAN setup, the Internet setup, and all machines together
are as follows. The sender is always P0/Linux in Zürich
and 1024-bit public keys are used.

Setup atomic secure reliable consistent
LAN 0.69 1.07 0.13 0.11

Internet 2.95 3.61 0.72 0.83
LAN+I’net 2.74 3.79 0.60 0.64

In most settings, reliable channel is the fastest protocol.
Apparently, the digital signature operations for consistent
broadcast cost more than the larger number of messages
for reliable broadcast. A message delivery on the atomic
broadcast channel takes four to six times longer than on the
consistent or reliable channels.

There is a surprisingly small performance difference be-
tween the Internet setup with four machines and the setup
with all seven machines. Most protocols are actuallyfaster
with more machines. Although it is difficult to find a sin-
gle explanation for this behavior given the differences in
performance of the involved servers, a key factor may be
better load balancing in the combined setup: assuming all
machines on the LAN are ready to proceed, only one more
answer from a remote server is needed for the combined set-
ting, in contrast to two answers from remote servers for the
Internet setting.

Figure 4 shows the influence of reducing the public-
key size from 1024 bits to artificially small values. Since
the complexity of the expensive public-key operations is
quadratic in the key size (modular multiplication) or even
cubic (full-size modular exponentiation), one might expect
that delivery time would increase by at least a factor of
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Figure 4. Average delivery time versus size of the
public keys with RSA-based threshold-signatures
(ts) and multi-signatures (multi).

four in every step, if the cryptography were to dominate the
workload. However, withmulti-signaturesthe key length
has no significant influence on the delivery time, not even
on the LAN. The increased message length makes the multi-
signature implementation slightly slower than threshold sig-
natures in the Internet setup with very small keys.

With standardthreshold signatures, the influence of the
key size is visible, but only above 256 bits. In the LAN
setting, the step from 512-bit keys to 1024-bit keys causes
an increase in delivery time by a factor of almost four. In
the Internet setting, delivery time always increases by less
than a factor of two when the key size is doubled.

It is apparent that protocol overhead and network delays,
but not cryptographic operations, account for most of the
time taken by the protocols ofSINTRA. In other words, cur-
rent processors are so fast that computationally expensive
public-key operations are no longer the dominating element
for secure replication protocols.

5 Discussion

ComparingSINTRAto other work is difficult because no
previous approach provided its strong properties in such a
hostile environment. No existing group communication sys-
tem like ISIS, Horus, or Rampart maintains livenessand
safety in an asynchronous network with Byzantine faults.
The reader is referred to [2] for a detailed comparison with
these systems.

The BFT prototype of Castro and Liskov [5] is perhaps
the closest in spirit toSINTRA. It provides atomic broadcast
using an elegant, deterministic protocol, which depends on
certain timing assumptions. It is therefore not fully asyn-
chronous, but also requires no public-key operations. Its
implementation (in C on Unix) on a LAN performs several



orders of magnitude faster thanSINTRA, taking only a few
milliseconds for each atomic broadcast.

The broadcast protocols of Malkhi, Merritt, and
Rodeh [10] work in a similar model asSINTRA, but im-
plement only consistent broadcast (akin toSINTRA’s con-
sistent channel). The authors report no performance evalu-
ation for their protocols.

SecureRing [8] and the protocols of Doudou, Garbinato,
Guerraoui, and Schiper [6] are examples of protocols that
implement atomic broadcast in asynchronous networks aug-
mented with failure detectors for the Byzantine model. But
their use of timeouts means they do not qualify as fully
asynchronous algorithms, and no performance data has
been reported for them.

The only system for which an Internet deployment has
been reported in the literature is COCA [17], a secure dis-
tributed on-line certification authority. It does not build
upon state replication and atomic broadcast, however, and
instead uses an application-specific method to impose a par-
tial order on those requests that pertain to the same public
key. The average performance of COCA on the Internet
(with 1024-bit RSA keys) is reported as 2.3s for a query
and 3.7s for an update operation.

In summary,SINTRAdemonstrates the first use of secure
asynchronous replication protocols on a global scale over
the Internet. Although the current prototype implementa-
tion is not extremely fast, it shows that Byzantine fault-
tolerant replication is feasible in this environment. Experi-
ments with the prototype show that its performance depends
on many details, such as the JVM implementation and the
choice of the digital signature scheme. Improving the per-
formance by a factor of four or more seems entirely fea-
sible, for instance by using an optimized atomic broadcast
protocol [9].
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